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Old Lettuce and Green Ice Cream

The Perishable FMECA

Everybody’s Favorite Flavor

FMEA and FMECA activities are like heads of lettuce. Attractive
when new, they can be kept fresh for a while with some diligence,
yet will inevitably reach a point where they are simply no longer of
use and have to be replaced by fresh heads.

Ask a Reliability engineer to describe the fruit of their labor and
you’ll likely hear the following: “Oh, you know, it’s just a standard
FMEA.” And yet, when it comes down to it, FMEAs come in nearly
as many varieties as ice cream, with different flavors championed
by different industries, projects, companies and individuals.

If they are to remain relevant throughout the development life cycle,
FMECAs must be updated regularly to reflect the changing aspects
of a design as it matures. This would be fine and dandy if a new
FMECA could be procured as easily as a fresh head of lettuce.
Unfortunately, traditional FMECA development is notoriously timeconsuming and many projects are forced to steer a path between
the spiraling wastefulness of constant FMECA development and
the obsolescence of static FMECA data during certain phases of
the design process.
The FMECA Plus capability in eXpress offers an elegant solution
to this dilemma—a solution perfectly suited to this funds-challenged
age. In eXpress, FMECAs can be derived directly from the same
models that are used for the diagnostic engineering analysis. Data
from the initial static FMECAs generated by standard Reliability
tools can be imported into eXpress, where it can be maintained
along with models of the diagnostic design. When a new FMECA is
needed, it can be generated from the updated model with just a few
clicks of the mouse—it’s as easy as going to the market!
Using FMECA Plus as a resource for FMECA maintenance and
maturation not only eliminates duplicate work by Diagnostic and
Reliability engineers, but also allows them to take full advantage of
the fruit (or vegetables) of their respective labors.
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Nevertheless, all FMEA activities remain variations on a common
theme—tracing the effects of failure upon system behavior and
identifying specific failures that require special attention.
The FMECA Plus engine in eXpress provides a set of default configurations representing a variety of typical and atypical FMECA
applications. These default configurations fall into two classes—
eXpress charts and “traditional” worksheets. Each of the eXpress
charts is a turnkey analysis that derives all of its data from standard
fields within an eXpress model. What makes these charts “special“
is their extensive—and in some cases creative—use of fault detection and isolation results from the diagnostic analysis in eXpress.
The “traditional” worksheet configurations offered by FMECA Plus
rely less upon the results of diagnostic analysis and more upon
custom attribute data that has been added (or imported) into the
eXpress model. This allows the FMEA and Criticality Analysis
worksheets created within eXpress to contain the same narrative
descriptions of system behavior and fault handling that Reliability
analysts are accustomed to seeing in worksheets created using
conventional methods.
Of course, all of these default configurations should be thought of
as templates that can be modified and extended to serve your own
idiosyncratic analysis requirements. In addition to a large number
of pre-defined data columns, you can also easily create custom columns based on user-defined attributes in the eXpress model.
Thanks to the flexibility of FMECA Plus, if you find yourself with a
pressing need for green ice cream, you can still have your choice of
flavors—mint, lime, pistachio, green tea or even avocado!!
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Calling on the Diagnostic Design to Reduce
False Alarms and System Aborts
Excessive False Alarms and unnecessary System/Mission Aborts are
often the result of a poor diagnostic design. If system diagnostics do
not adequately distinguish between sensor failures and operational
malfunctions, for instance, then below-par diagnostic performance
may become a major—in many cases primary—contributor to
the overall number of False Alarms. The same is true for System
and Mission Aborts. If operational diagnostics cannot distinguish
between failures that necessitate an abort and other failures that
produce the same fault signature, the inevitable result will be a high
number of “false” aborts—situations in which an abort is effected
due to the ambiguous isolation of a failure that itself should not have
required an abort.
Conventional design assessment practices (including standard
Reliability, Testability & Maintainability analyses) have proven to be
inadequate for evaluating diagnostic inefficiencies of this kind and
incapable of identifying areas where improvements to diagnostic
performance could substantially reduce False Alarm and System/
Mission Abort rates.
There are, of course, many reasons behind these shortcomings: an
overreliance on Reliability-based models of system behavior, a nearexclusive emphasis on fault detection when analyzing the handling
of critical failures, the mischaracterization of diagnostic performance
using numbers that are “rolled up” from lower design levels (rather
than derived from reassessments within higher-level contexts), the
evaluation of diagnostic effectiveness in terms that reflect its impact
upon maintenance goals rather than mission success, and the use
of oversimplified analysis methodologies that do not successfully
characterize the relationship between diagnostics/maintenance and
future system failures.
In response to this clear need for more diagnostically-informed
analyses of potential False Alarm and System/Mission Abort rates,

DSI has recently introduced into its industry-leading diagnostic
engineering tools eXpress and STAGE several new features that
have been specifically designed to address these issues.
FMECA analysis has, for a long time, been the primary mechanism for
representing the effects of individual failures upon system behavior
and prioritizing failures that—due to their severity, frequency of
occurrence, or lack of detection—require special attention. Because
these three criteria (severity, frequency, detectability) can all be
rolled up from lower-level analyses, they lend themselves well to
spreadsheet-style analysis (as well as System Reliability Fault
Diagram and Fault Tree Analysis approaches), where upper-level
behavior can be represented as the aggregate or sum of constituent
lower-level behavior.
To measure the impact of diagnostics upon False Alarms or System/
Mission Aborts, analysis must also take into consideration the ability
of diagnostics to isolate detected failures. Unlike with fault detection,
lower-level evaluations of the fault isolation capability of a device
may not hold true when that device is tested within its system
context. For instance, a given module may have excellent inherent
fault isolation characteristics yet, within its subsystem context, the
module’s inputs may not be directly controlled, or its outputs not
directly observed, thereby resulting in additional ambiguity at the
subsystem level. In short, to accurately represent the fault isolation
of specific failures (and, consequently, their impact upon alarms and
aborts) it is essential that fault isolation be derived from a diagnostic
engineering process that takes system topology into consideration.
The FMECA Plus feature in eXpress incorporates details from the
actual diagnostic design into its “enhanced” charts. For instance,
the eXpress Critical Failure Diagnosis chart (depicted below at left)
indicates how well each failure is both detected and isolated by
system diagnostics.
Here, the isolation of each failure is
characterized not only in terms of the
repair items in the isolated fault group
(useful information, but with a bias toward
maintenance diagnostics), but also by the
number of root failure mode causes included
in that group. Moreover, the chart indicates
whether or not each critical failure is uniquely
isolated—whether the isolated fault group is
comprised solely of root failure modes that
are potential causes of that failure.

This excerpt from an eXpress Critical Failure Diagnosis chart shows columns that provide data
essential for determining the impact of diagnostics upon False Alarms and System/Mission Aborts.
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Because the ambiguous isolation of critical
failures could result in unacceptable levels of
False Alarms and System/Mission Aborts, it
is essential that existing Reliability analyses
be supplemented with a consideration of
how well system diagnostics are capable of
uniquely identifying critical failures.
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Whereas FMECA Plus, by incorporating diagnostic analysis data
into the Reliability engineering process, promotes the timely handling
of failures that drive False Alarms and System/Mission Aborts,
STAGE allows analysts and engineers to assess the impact that their
design decisions will have upon a system’s diagnostic performance
(including False Alarm and System/Mission Abort rates) over time.
Using STAGE, for instance, analysts and engineers can assess the
effects of sub-optimal fault isolation upon a system’s False Alarm
rate, tracking over time the frequency, likelihood and mean time
between alarms of various types (including diagnostic False Alarms),
as well as identifying the specific failures that are responsible for
inflated alarm rates.
In a series of similar calculations, STAGE can also demonstrate the
impact of diagnostic ambiguity upon System/Mission Aborts. In an
analysis unique to STAGE, aborts are categorized as either “true”
(resulting from failures that necessitate an abort) or “false” (resulting
from failures that should not require an abort, yet which nevertheless

produce an abort due to inadequate fault isolation). By recognizing
the impact of fault isolation upon the System Abort rate, the analyses
within STAGE go a long way toward bridging the gap between
the artificially attractive MTBSAs estimated by standard Reliability
practices and the significantly higher abort rates that might occur
for a fielded system whose diagnostics have not been optimized to
ensure the unique isolation of alarm-generating failures.
Unlike operational simulations based primarily on Reliability models,
STAGE simulates not only how a system or device fails, but also how
it is diagnosed and maintained. Because diagnostic and maintenance
procedures are imported directly from the diagnostic engineering
effort, the analyses within STAGE provide valuable feedback on the
actual diagnostic design (rather than the best-guesses of Reliability
analysts). Moreover, by taking into consideration the subtleties of
maintenance-deferred-failure (where item replacement results in the
postponement of specific failures), False Alarm and System/Mission
Abort calculations within STAGE provide more accurate predictors of
actual system behavior.

Above are a few of the many outputs of STAGE that describe False Alarms and System Aborts. On the left are two graphs that depict the mean time between
alarms and frequency of alarms over time (with alarms categorized by type). In the middle is a report listing the failure modes that result in diagnostic false
alarms. On the right are two graphs showing the failure modes that result in system aborts (false and true) and the likelihood of a system abort over time.

Training Schedule
Course
Number

Prerequisite

200

120

205

200

210
250

Dates

Location

Advanced Diagnostic Development & Assessment

14 June 2010

Orange, CA

Denise Aguinaga , DSI

Advanced Test Development & Importing

16 June 2010

Orange, CA

Denise Aguinaga , DSI

205

Advanced FMECA Development & Assessment

18 June 2010

Orange, CA

Denise Aguinaga , DSI

210

STAGE Time-based Assessments & Principles

21 June 2010

Orange, CA

Denise Aguinaga , DSI

System Diagnostics Concepts and Applications

19 July 2010

Orange, CA

Denise Aguinaga , DSI

100

Course Description

POC

110

100

Basic Modeling & Introduction to Testing

19 July 2010

Orange, CA

Denise Aguinaga , DSI

120

110

Introduction to Testing & Analysis

22 July 2010

Orange, CA

Denise Aguinaga , DSI

For more information, visit our web site at www.dsiintl.com
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Beyond Compliance: DSI and Industry Standards
DSI is often asked whether our tools are compliant with various Testability-related standards, such as IEEE Standard 1522-2004 or MIL-STD-2165.
Many people don’t realize that DSI was instrumental in the development of both of these documents and that most of the metrics documented in
these standards describe calculations that had first been performed within DSI’s own analyses and were first commercially available (sometimes
using a different name) within one or another of DSI’s products. As the result of our involvement in standards development, we at DSI can say with
confidence that these standards are indeed compliant with the techniques that we have championed for the last 35 years!!
Of course, these standards describe baseline calculations that often must be modified to address the unique requirements of a given project. That’s
why eXpress provides analysts with a wide variety of ways to constrain and categorize “standard” fault detection and isolation statistics. That’s also
why in STAGE “standard” metrics are calculated over time, demonstrating how diagnostic performance changes as a system ages. Rather than
settle with mere compliance, DSI continues to pioneer ways of creatively assessing the diagnostic capability of your system—providing you with the
means of analyzing the full life-cycle impact of your diagnostic or prognostic engineering decisions.

Available NOW! — the eXpress Run-Time Authoring Tool
STAGE

Commercial IETM or
Diagnostic Executive

eXpress

(Static Diagnostics)
Run-Time
Authoring
Tool

Web-Deployed
Web
Diagnostics

Run-Time Authoring Tool

•
•
•

Reads DiagML files from eXpress
Provides options for customizing the display
of exported data
Publishes data for the eXpress Java Applet

eXpress Java Applet

•
•
•
•
eXpress Design and Diagnostic data viewed using Internet Explorer

Supports viewing using any Web Browser
Facilitates the sharing of diagnostic design
data with individuals who don’t have eXpress
Allows work to be posted on the Internet,
shared on a local network, or emailed to
selected individuals
Displays hierarchical and fully-graphical
representations of objects, nets, F/FMs, tests
and diagnostic sequences
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